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State modes of transportation
(A) Roads or Highways
(B) Railways
(C) Waterways
(D) Airways
(E) All of the above Answer

Classify the roads according to Nagpur Road Development plan
(A) National Highway (NH)
(B) State Highway (SH)
(C) Major District Road (MDR)
(D) Other District Road (ODR)
(E) All of the above Answer

State requirements of a Ideal road alignment
(A)  The road should be such that the slope and curves are easy
(B) The alignment should be safe for traffic operation.
(C) It should provide economy in the cost of construction and maintenance.
(D) ) The road should connect important points like school, places of tourist’s importance etc
(E) All of the above Answer

Enlist types of traffic islands
(A) Channelized Intersections
(B) Divisional Island.
(C) Pedestrians Loading Islands
(D) Roundabouts or Rotaries
(E) All of the above Answer

State causes of landslides
(A)  Improper drainage system
(B) Increase in the water content of the soil
(C)  Undermining caused by erosion or extraction
(D)  Vibration and shocks caused by blasting or earthquakes
(E) All of the above Answer

Types of Surface Drainage:
(A) Cross Drains
(B) longitudinal drain
(C) Catch water basin Answer
(D) transverse drain



Types of Subsurface:
(A) Inlet
(B) Catch water basin
(C) Side drains
(D) lateral drain Answer

types of gradient.
(A) Limiting gradient
(B) Ruling gradient
(C) Average gradient
(D) Exceptional gradient
(E) All of the above Answer

Merits of WBM roads
(A) The maintenance cost is more.
(B)  If in good condition, it can take a composite traffic of about 900 tonnes per lane per day.
Answer
(C)  Life is less
(D) They are permeable to rain water and it leads to the softening and yielding of materials

Demerits of WBM
(A) Their initial cost is low
(B) They make use of the locally available materials.
(C) If WBM surfacing is maintained properly, it is found to have good service for a long-time.
(D) If not maintained properly, then it causes inconvenience and danger to traffic Answer

State preventive measures of landslides in hilly roads
(A) By stone pitching
(B) By providing soil stabilization
(C) By providing nets.
(D) By reducing the angle of slopes
(E) All of the above Answer

State the requirement of good quality material which plays the major role in highway
construction
(A) Soil
(B) Bitumen
(C) Cement
(D) Stone
(E) All of the above Answer

Requirements of Soil in highway construction
(A) It should be clean and coarse
(B) It should be free from any organic or vegetable matter
(C) There should be adequate affinity and adhesion between the bitumen and aggregates
used in the mix.
(D) Both (a) & (b) Answer



Requirements of Cement in highway construction
(A) Cement should give smooth feeling when rubbed between two fingers
(B) Cement should give a cool feeling when hand is thrusted into the cement bag
(C) The color of the cement should be greenish grey
(D)  There should not be presence of lumps
(E) All of the above Answer

Requirements of Stone in highway construction
(A) It should contain sharp, angular, coarse and durable grains.
(B) It should be resistant to fire.
(C) For a good stone, the crushing strength should be more than 100 N/mm2
(D) It should be durable i.e. it should resist atmospheric action and should be long lasting
(E) Both (c) & (d) Answer

Requirements of Concrete in highway construction
(A) It should be chemically inert.
(B) It should be dense and compact Answer
(C) It should contain sharp, angular, coarse and durable grains.
(D) It should be clean and coarse

Requirements of Sand in highway construction
(A) It should not contain salts which attract moisture from the atmosphere. Answer
(B) It should have minimum shrinkage.
(C) It should be resistant to fire.
(D) It should have enough compressive strength.

State the necessity of Good drainage
(A)  It is also required to carry sub surface water away from sub layers in heavy rainfall
regions
(B) It is beneficial to minimize landslides and related undesirable effects.
(C) It also results in a good durable road with lesser maintenance as well.
(D) It increases load carrying capacity due to dry condition and maintained density of sub
layers
(E) All of the above Answer

Classification of highway maintenance
(A) Routine repairs
(B) Periodic repairs
(C) Special repairs
(D) Resurfacing
(E) All of the above Answer

List factors affecting passenger car units.
(A) It depends upon the factors like environmental and climatic conditions.
(B) It depends upon the factors like dimensions, power, speed, acceleration and braking
characteristics.
(C) It depends upon the factors like regulations and control of traffic.
(D) It depends upon the factors like different vehicle classes.



(E) All of the above Answer

merits of bitumen road
(A) Bitumen roads are less durable.
(B) Failure of Bitumen road is gradual. Answer
(C) Maintenance cost is more than cement concrete road.
(D) They have less tensile strength.

demerits of bitumen road
(A) Curing time is less.
(B) Overall life cycle cost of bitumen road is less.
(C) They develop hydrocarbon pollution to soil Answer
(D) The quick repair of the road is possible.

Causes of Road Accidents
(A) Due to Drivers
(B) Due to Pedestrians
(C) Due to Vehicle defects
(D) Due to Road Condition
(E) All of the above Answer

State Whether the following statements are True or False

Traffic Volume is the number of vehicles moving in a specified direction on a given lane or
roadway that pass a given point or cross section during specified unit of time
(A) True Answer
(B) False

Traffic Density is the number of vehicles occupying a unit length of lane of roadway at a
given instant usually expressed as vehicles per km
(A) True Answer
(B) False

In Alignment of hill roads Proper care has to be taken for drainage
(A) True Answer
(B) False

In Alignment of hill roads  Slope/Gradient is less
(A) True
(B) False Answer
Reason: In Alignment of hill roads Slope/ gradient is more

In Alignment of plain roads There is not much problem of landslides.
(A) True Answer
(B) False



The convexity provided to the surface of the carriageway is called camber
(A) True Answer
(B) False

The portion of roadway constructed for movement of vehicular traffic is called carriageway.
(A) True Answer
(B) False

The portion of the roadway between the outer edge of the pavement and inner edge of the
side drain in cutting is called shoulder.
(A) True Answer
(B) False

The rate of rise and fall along the width of road w.r.t. The vertical surface is called Gradient.
(A) True
(B) False Answer
Reason: The rate of rise and fall along the length of road w.r.t. the horizontal surface is
called Gradient.

The curve in a hill road which changes its direction through an angle of 180o or so, down the
hill on the same side is known as the hair pin bend curve.
(A) True Answer
(B) False

The curves having their convexity on the outer edges of a hill road are called salient curves
(A) True Answer
(B) False

The curves having their convexity on the inner edge of a hill road are called re-entrant
curves
(A) True Answer
(B) False
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